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1. Introduction 

This memo summarises a range of information relevant to the implications of parking policy and 
supply in Christchurch.  It forms the basis of a wider study of comparator Australasian cities. 

2. Data Sources 

Wherever possible economic and demographic data used has been obtained from official sources.  
These are primarily Statistics New Zealand.  Key data sources used are: 

1) Statistics New Zealand Censii for 2001, 2006, and 2013, note that Journey to Work data from the 
Statistics New Zealand Censii has been used to report median personal incomes and city mode 
shares. 

2) MPD The New Christchurch City Centre Retail Report 2013 

3) An Accessible City Replacement Transport Chapter, October 2013 

4) Christchurch Central Recovery Plan, and Appendix 1, 2014 

5) MWH Central City Parking Study 2008-09, for pre-earthquake Christchurch parking supply 

6) Committee Draft Christchurch Central Parking Plan August 2014 

3. Christchurch - Physical, Geographic and Socio-economic Description 

The Christchurch area was likely settled by Maori in the 1200’s.  Europeans arrived to the Canterbury 
area in the 1840’s and had aspirations of building a city around a cathedral and college, on the model 
of Christ Church in Oxford.  The Christchurch cathedral, although badly damaged, and Christ’s 
College remain the focal points on the central city to this day.  Christchurch is situated on flat alluvial 
plains and marsh areas that were drained to make space for agriculture.  The Avon and Heathcote 
rivers meander through the city and numerous bridges cross these rivers.  The braided Waimakariri 
River to the north has one bridge across it close to the city, so it confines the city somewhat.  The 
lower parts of the volcanic Port Hills at the south of the city are partially built up as the city has spread.   

Christchurch is one of only a few cities in the world to have been planned following a deliberate grid 
pattern with a central city square, four main avenues, four surrounding city squares and a large park 
adjacent, Hagley park.  Later Adelaide followed a similar structure.  In the central area, two pairs of 
one way streets provide capacity for through movement in the north-south and east-west directions.  
Christchurch is the largest city in the South Island of New Zealand.  Christchurch is located hallway 
down the South Island on the east coast, on the northern side of Banks Peninsula, at the base of the 
Port Hills.  The topography is flat for most of the city and the adjacent coastline is straight.  The city 
sits across the Avon and Heathcote rivers which are narrow and slow flowing, with several bridges 
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crossing them.  The city’s main urban areas 1 usually resident population of 338,000 is spread over an 
area of 527 km2, representing a density of 641 people per square kilometre. 

The city is essentially unconstrained by geography, being radially spread around the Central City 
which is some eight kilometres inland.  As a result, the city has a very low urban density; 
Christchurch’s citywide density is about half that of Wellington and Auckland, so it follows that 
transport in Christchurch is predominantly car-based.  There are also several suburban shopping 
malls spread amongst the city’s suburbs with free and plentiful parking, potentially stifling the vibrancy 
of the Central City.  Since the earthquakes, these suburban shopping malls have seen a growth, 
putting the Central City in a difficult position to regain competitive ground.   

The central city area is commonly defined as the area bounded by between Moorhouse, Bealey, 
Fitzgerald and Deans Avenues.  For the purposes of this study, the Christchurch central city area has 
been defined as in Figure 3-1 using the most applicable Statistics New Zealand area units.  The 
Central City area itself estimated to be 4 km2, disregarding Hagley Park. 

 

Figure 3-1: Christchurch CBD area as defined by author using Statistics New Zealand area 
units (Cathedral Square, Hagley Park and Avon Loop (green space area of Hagley Park 
removed for density calculations)) 

A series of earthquakes in 2010 and 2011 significantly damages any of the civic assets and the 
Central City was cordoned off for many months.  The earthquakes had a major impact on the 
residents travel and living patterns which are on-going at the time of writing.  The horizontal 
infrastructure rebuild means there are many road closures, affecting capacities and generating 
detours.  The vertical rebuild, predominantly in the City Centre, has been largely laid out by a 
blueprint of anchor projects from the An Accessible City planning, although some uncertainty remains 
around the transport network and how private sector will interface with this city blueprint.  In particular, 
the private sector is cautious and requires some certainty of locations for new main activity centres 

                                                   

1 Statistics New Zealand, Urban Areas and Land areas 2014, received directly Statistics New Zealand 27 February 2015.  Christchurch 
incudes ‘Christchurch’ (includes Lyttelton, excludes Akaroa, Little River and Banks Peninsula Eastern Bays). 
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prior to investment in parking facilities.  The private sector is also cautious of losing commercial 
advantage by contributing ideas for the design and operation of parking facilities without any 
guarantee of being a supplier of these facilities.  Anecdotally, this uncertainty is suspected to be 
stifling the development of mutually beneficial working relationships, with regards to parking supply 
and operation.   

4. Christchurch - Parking Policy 

The current Christchurch City Plan was put in place 2006, and it did not include any development 
maximum parking limits.  However, following the Canterbury earthquakes, the central city planning 
was revised.  The Christchurch Central Recovery Plan outlines how the vision for the rebuilt central 
Christchurch can be achieved. It defined the form of the central city and set locations of anchor 
projects. The Recovery Plan and Amendments to Christchurch City Council’s District Plan Appendix 1 
were released on July 2012.  Appendix 1 of the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan outlined 
immediately operative amendments to specific sections of the current City Plan.  The proposed 
Christchurch Replacement District Plan 2014 will eventually incorporate these amendments 
holistically.  The amendments include the following changes: 

 Other than disabled parking, no on-site car parking is required in the Central City. If parking is 
provided, the Parking Area of a site shall be no greater than 50% of the Gross Leasable Floor 
Area of the buildings on the site. 2 3 

 “Permanent car parking buildings or lots upon which car parking is the primary activity is a 
discretionary activity.” 4 

 Developments over 7500m2 in area are restricted discretionary activities, and assessment 
includes “the manner in which car parking, access and servicing arrangements are integrated 
to achieve shared access point(s) to avoid unnecessary crossings in an otherwise continuous 
building façade and minimise pedestrian conflict.” 5 

An Accessible City transport chapter was produced in October 2013 as an addendum to the 
Christchurch Central Recovery Plan, replacing the previous transport chapter.  It included detail 
around road layouts, cycling, walking and public transport networks, speed zones, and parking.  The 
central city was concentrically zoned as the Outer zone (‘Four Avenues’), Inner zone (30 km/h zone) 
and the Core, with differing environments which will affect the relative parking demand. Refer to 
Figure 4-1. 

                                                   
2 Christchurch Central recovery Plan, Appendix 1 – Amendments to Christchurch City Council’s District Plan, 2.4 Development 

standards – Parking, loading and access – All Zones within the Central City, 2.4.1 Car Parking space numbers – All Zones within the 
Central City (except within the Core), (a) 

3 Christchurch Central recovery Plan, Appendix 1 – Amendments to Christchurch City Council’s District Plan, 2.6 Critical Standards – 
Parking, Loading and Access – All Zones within the Central City, 2.6.1 Car parking space numbers – Central City Business Zone 
(Core) (a) 

4 Christchurch Central recovery Plan, Appendix 1 – Amendments to Christchurch City Council’s District Plan, 2.1 Activity Status: Central 
City Business Zone, 2.1.3 Discretionary Activities, (ii) 

5 Christchurch Central recovery Plan, Appendix 1 – Amendments to Christchurch City Council’s District Plan, 2.2 Development 
Standards Central City Business Zone, 2.2.3 Outline Development Plan Approval – Central City Retail Precinct, (b) 
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Figure 4-1: ‘An Accessible City’ central city zoning for Christchurch 

Christchurch is currently in a transient stage as the central city is rebuilt, and empty lots are frequently 
used as temporary parking space, formally and informally.  This makes it difficult to estimate the 
current parking supply, and so such temporary parking spaces have been ignored for the sake of 
simplicity and to provide a more realistic longer term estimate of parking supply. 

Christchurch generally has a high amount of permanent or monthly private parking.  Daily commuter 
parking is mostly provided by the private sector, with hourly parking primarily provided as on-street 
parking.  This high proportion of daily parking reflects the high car mode share for commuters in 
Christchurch.  The parking policies are summarised in Table 4-1. 

. 
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Table 4-1: Christchurch parking policies for Central Area 

Development 
Parking Limit 6 

Public 
Parking 

Limit 

Parking 
Price 
Levy 

2015 Daily 
Parking 
Rate 7 

Total CBD 
on-street  
parking  
(2015) 8 

Total CBD 
off-street 
parking 
(2015) 8 

Total non-
residential 

parking 
(2015) 8 

Parking 
per 

worker 

Maximum 50% 
GFA.  Permanent 

off-street as a 
discretionary 

activity. 

None None $6 10,000 20,500 30,500 1.56 

5. Christchurch - Transport Performance 

Christchurch has a high car mode share, which has increased since the 2010/2011 earthquakes.  The 
PT mode share also lost some ground with PT services being restructured in late 2014 to better cater 
to the changed travel patterns, with less employment in the badly damaged Central City.  
Christchurch’s Central City commuting PT mode share was relatively low compared to other 
Australasian cities even prior to the earthquake, suggesting scope for improvement. 

The flat topography of Christchurch makes the city ideal for cycling, and has managed retained a daily 
active travel mode share of 17% in 2013 despite on-going safety concerns over uneven surfaces and 
many road work sites.  Refer to Table 5-1 for a summary of the daily mode shares for the past three 
census years. 

  

                                                   
6 Operative Christchurch City Plan, 2006. 
7 Derived from data on Wilsons Parking website for Christchurch CBD.  Retrieved 5 March 2015 
http://www.wilsonparking.co.nz/go/regions/christchurch-cbd 
8 Christchurch Central Parking Plan, 2014, Table 1.1; accounting for comments below Table 1.1 regarding earthquake parking losses 
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Table 5-1: Christchurch transport mode share for three last census years 

Transport mode share 2001 2006 2013 9 Annual Change 

Car Mode Share, into Central City, into Central City 1 75% 73% 75% 0.0% 

PT Mode Share, into Central City, into Central City 1 9% 10% 6% -2.8% 

Car Mode Share, rest of city, rest of city 1 86% 86% 86% 0.0% 

PT Mode Share, rest of city, rest of city 1 3% 3% 3% 1.7% 

Figure 5-1 shows this PT mode share relative to other Australasian cities, and includes the target 
mode shares for 2041 in Christchurch.  The PT mode share is plotted against parking supply (per 
employee) to understand whether PT mode share is correlated with restricted parking supply.  There 
is a strong inverse relationship between city centre parking supply and PT mode share. Intuitively as 
the number of available car parks increase this will increase supply making it more feasible for people 
who work in the city to drive. Alternatively assuming a reliable public transport system is made 
available as parking supply decreases it will encourage people to shift mode onto PT.   All other 
factors being equal this is true regardless of city size. 

There is however an outlier; Canberra demonstrates that without a high quality PT system, the car 
mode share will remain high, even if parking provision remains comparatively low.  Christchurch is 
shown for the pre-earthquake, post-earthquake and 2041 forecast, clearly showing to be an outlier 
both pre-earthquake and post-earthquake, with both low PT mode and higher parking per job than all 
cities aside form Canberra.  

                                                   

9 2013 values are post-earthquake and reflect a significant shift in living and working patterns, so they can be ignored for purposes of 
identifying longer terms trends and patterns associated with parking policy. 
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Figure 5-1: Parking density compared with PT mode share Error! Bookmark not defined. Error! Bookmark not defined. 

Although the cycling and walking mode shares for central city trips were not available for Australian 
cities, these are 4-7% on a city wide basis.  A sustainable mode share comparison was undertaken 
for the New Zealand cities only, and is shown in Figure 5-2.  Here, sustainable mode share is defined 
as the combined PT, walking and cycling mode shares.  This data confirms that that Christchurch is 
an outlier both pre-earthquake and post-earthquake with the lowest active mode share and highest 
parking per employee of all three New Zealand cities.  It is of note that in Christchurch in 2041, the 
sustainable mode is forecast to exceed that which Wellington has currently. 
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Figure 5-2: Parking density compared with sustainable mode share 

City size is also a factor.  As the city grows, road traffic volume and road congestion increases acting 
as a deterrent to road travel to the city centre irrespective of supply.  Hence the large cities in the 
sample (Sydney and Melbourne) both have higher PT mode shares than all the regional cities, and 
vice versa.  Nevertheless it remains the case that within each city size range, the cities with higher 
parking supply have lower PT mode share.  

The data set collected only considers cities located in Australia and New Zealand which are 
traditionally widely sprawled with low population density so the data should be interpreted with caution 
outside this context. 

6. Christchurch - Economic performance 

One impact of the earthquake has been a strong increase in personal income, associated with the 
rebuild.  No conclusions can be reached on the impact of parking using the 2013 census data.  The 
earlier census data does indicate some moderate growth in Central City population and employment, 
although employment did not appear grow relative to the wider city employment.  Refer to Table 6-1 
for an outline of the economic performance of Christchurch for the past three census years. 

Table 6-1: Christchurch economic performance for three last census years 

Economic performance 2001 2006 2013 9 Annual Change 

City Population 7,269 7,653 4,899 -2.9% 

Central City Population per square km 1,739 1,831 1,172 -2.9% 
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City Employment 36,600 38,961 19,587 -4.1% 

Central City Employees per square km 8,757 9,322 4,686 -4.1% 

Whole of City Median Personal Income (per week) $349 $469 $593 5.8% 

Central City employment of full city employment 27% 25% 12% -4.8% 

7. Effect of Central City Boundary Definition and Earthquakes  

Sensitivity testing to the key metrics was undertaken for the central city boundary definition and 
differences before and after the 2010-11 earthquakes and for a 2041 forecast.  Although ‘Four 
Avenues’ is commonly accepted as the central city boundary for Christchurch, the An Accessible City 
2013 boundaries shown in Figure 4-1 were adopted for testing the impact central city boundary 
definition: 

1. ‘Four Avenues’, encompassing Inner Zone and Core, as used for the bulk of this study’s 
analysis. This area is 4.18 km2. 

2. An Accessible City’s Inner Zone, including the Core.  This area is 1.62 km2. 

3. An Accessible City’s Core.  This area is 0.62 km2. 

Parking supply was estimated when comparing the impact of central city definition on key metrics 
discussed above: 

1. Pre-earthquake parking supply was estimated from on-street and off-street supply outlined in 
the MWH 2008-09 Central City Parking Study.  On-street supply was estimated from 
Appendix D ‘All types of parking’ from 2008 as a map, where the mid-point of supply ranges 
were applied to street sections, with a factor of a half applied for sections along the zone 
boundaries.  Off-street supply was extracted from the tabulated inventory in Appendix B from 
2009, by location. 

2. Post-earthquake parking supply was estimated from the Committee Draft Christchurch 
Central Parking Plan August 2014: “Of the 26,000 off-street car parking spaces, 5,500 were in 
public off-street car parks.  The Council managed 3,000 of these and commercial operators 
managed the remaining 2500.  [….] Most of the 5,500 public off-street car park spaces have 
been lost due to earthquake damage.”  

To provide further detail, the 2009 off-street supply data was interrogated to count the total 
CCC (2,900) and Wilsons (2,500) operated public off-street car parks, totalling 5,300.  This 
value was taken to represent ‘most of the 5,500 public off-street car park spaces lost’.   

The post-earthquake estimate excludes the transient temporary public parking facilities in 
their place, as “many of these temporary parking sites will be lost as buildings are constructed 
on the temporary parking sites.”  Refer to Table 7-1.   

3. 2041 forecast -earthquake parking supply was estimated from the Committee Draft 
Christchurch Central Parking Plan August 2014 and used a demand based approach. The 
long and short stay forecasts, by the same central city definitions, were combined. 
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Table 7-1: Estimate of parking supply lost in the Canterbury earthquakes 2010-11 

Central city definition Off-street public parking spaces, assumed lost in earthquakes 

CCC operated Wilsons operated Total 

‘Four Avenues’, encompassing Inner 
Zone and Core  

354 754 1,108 

An Accessible City’s Inner Zone and 
Core 

440 755 1,195 

An Accessible City’s Core 2,070 966 3,036 

Total 2,864 2,475 5,339 

It was estimated that 5,300 off-street parking spaces in parking buildings were lost in the earthquakes.  
About half of these public and private operated spaces, and half those were in the Core.  This 
represents a loss of 15% of the central city non-residential parking supply.  The demand based 
forecast for 2041 predicted that only 1,400 of these lost spaces will be reinstated, and mostly in the 
Inner Zone.  The results are shown in Table 7-2.   
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Table 7-2: Sensitivity testing for Christchurch parking supply, by time and central city 
definition 

Central city 
definition 

Pre-earthquake (2008, MWH 
2008-09 Central City Parking 

Study 

Post-earthquake (2014, 
Committee Draft Christchurch 
Central Parking Plan August 

2014) 

Forecast (2041, Committee 
Draft Christchurch Central 
Parking Plan August 2014), 

combining long stay and short 
stay 

On-street Off-street On-street Off-street On-street Off-street 

‘Four Avenues’ 9,600 26,600 9,600 21,200 4,900 27,300 

36,200 30,800 32,200 

Inner Zone and 
Core 

1,700 13,500 1,700 9,200 800 12,400 

15,200 11,000 13,200 

Core 1,100 7,100 1,100 4,100 300 5,300 

8,200 5,200 5,600 

The changes in parking supply, employment and mode share in time were compared. This gave 
indicative changes to the ‘parks per worker’ metric.  The data is shown in Table 7-3 below.   

The 2041 forecast car mode share of 41% was approximated by taking the forecast demand for long 
stay parking (around 22,000 spaces) and jobs (64,000) by 2041 and applying an assumed car 
occupancy rate of 1.2.  As per existing data, the sustainable mode share was taken as the remainder 
(59%), and the PT mode share (19%) was taken as the PT proportion of the sustainable mode share 
averaged from pre and post-earthquake data (32% of the sustainable mode share).  As such, the 
2041 forecast values should be used a rough guide only.  

Before the earthquakes, at 0.93 parks per worker, this value was higher than all other cities studied 
(Auckland at 0.67, Adelaide at 0.69), and only worsened to 1.56 after the earthquakes with a drop of 
about 50% the central city employment and about only a 15% loss of parking.  This suggests the pre-
earthquake situation had an oversupply of parking.  The forecast for 2041 indicates an improvement 
to 0.50 parks per worker, associated with an inversely proportional approximate increase in PT mode 
share to 21%. 
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Table 7-3: Sensitivity testing in time for key metrics 

Christchurch 
City Centre; 

‘Four Avenues’ 

Area 
(km2) Population 

Non-
Residential 

Parking 

Employment Mode share 

Workforce 
Parking 

per 
worker 

Density 
(Emp./km2) 

PT  
Sustainable 
(PT, cycling, 

walking) 

Pre-earthquake, 
2006 

4.1 7,600 36,000 39,000 0.93 9,322 10% 26% 

Post-earthquake, 
2013 

4.1 4,900 30,500 20,000 1.56 4,878 6% 23% 

Forecast year, 
2041  

4.1 - 32,200 64,000 0.50 15,313 19% 59% 

The Statistics New Zealand meshblock data was extracted for the past three census years to 
correlate to the differing central city definitions.  However, at this more refined level of data, much of 
the data was omitted as confidential, including mode share, jobs, and median personal income.  
Hence sensitivity testing for the central city definition beyond the changes to parking supply was not 
available. 

8. Car Parking Location 
As well as the rate and cost of parking provision, location is also important.  Traditionally most parking 
is placed as close as possible to the destination it is intended to serve.  In a city centre context this 
becomes less feasible and is usually less desirable.  Car parking takes up a large amount of physical 
space.  Its location needs to be carefully chosen so as to balance traffic accessibility, pedestrian 
accessibility, amenity and convenience.  A city centre filled with car parking has a large amount of 
space sterilised from use for human activity.  Often it will be preferable to place the car parks adjacent 
to approach roads on the periphery of a city centre, minimising the reasons for car traffic to penetrate 
into the geographical centre of the city. 

A successful example of this concept in a low density setting is Hastings Street, Noosa Heads on the 
Sunshine Coast, Queensland.  The street is a retail shopping strip adjacent to the beach accessed by 
a two-lane, two-way road.  There is a small amount of on-street parking and the speed environment is 
low.  The bulk of parking supply for the precinct is contained in a large off-street parking facility built 
one block further away from the beach, with pedestrian laneways 100 to 200 metres apart linking 
through the buildings to Hastings Street.  Walking distances from the car park to the centre of the 
shopping precinct are up to 400 metres.  The car park is accessed by car from an adjoining distributor 
road.  This ensures that the amenity of the shopping street is not impaired while parking supply is 
adequate and with reasonable access. 

The high quality of amenity and accessibility resulting has enabled Hastings Street to develop into the 
premier shopping area of the Sunshine Coast.  Although implemented in the 1980s for environmental 
reasons (Noosa Heads is adjacent to a large national park), the parking policy has enabled Hastings 
Street to develop into the premier shopping precinct of the city by the 1990s.  It had higher rentals, 
property values and wages, and lower unemployment than competitor centres in that city. 

9. Car Parking Facility Size 

Once the link between development size and car parking provision on site is severed (as it should be 
in city centre environments) the logical approach is to provide a balanced parking supply in a precinct, 
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rather than on each individual site.  This enables the development of specialist parking facilities to 
service multiple land uses that can be located appropriately with regard to traffic connectivity.  The 
question then arises as to what is the optimum size of car parking facilities. 

There are two common drivers of the size of stand-alone car parking facilities – access capacity and 
operating economics.  The issues regarding access capacity are self-evident.  Car parking stations 
tend to fill and empty during commuter peaks, making them large sources of traffic during critical 
periods.  In city centre locations where high urban amenity is an important design objective this makes 
it important to size car parking stations so that they do not trigger the need for road upgrading for 
traffic capacity reasons.  Car parking stations with 500 to 1,000 spaces or more will typically require 
signalised access intersections, double lane entries and exits (creating a barrier to footpath 
pedestrian flows), and may take up the capacity of an entire road lane for approaching traffic.  
Smaller, more dispersed car parks of 300 to 500 spaces (or less) are preferable in this regard as they 
will typically be able to be serviced by two lane streets without significant modification10. 

The second driver of car park size is operating cost and economics.  A common misconception 
amongst those who are looking to construct parking buildings is that building additional car parking 
capacity, potentially at a reduced marginal cost, will make a car park more financially viable.  Where 
this leads to oversupply, this is incorrect for the following reasons: 

 Providing additional supply doesn’t directly create additional demand in the short term.  An 
additional space which has been created at a lower marginal cost is not financially viable 
unless someone is willing to pay to park there: an empty space creates no revenue. 

 In the longer term, as the correlation between parking density and PT mode share has shown, 
excessive parking is likely to have an adverse impact on PT mode share (noting that the 
provision of a good PT system is also required) 

 Parking over-supply reduces the price that can be charged for car parking to fill these spaces, 
and thus income per space to the car park operator.  As the Australian data demonstrates, 
the city with the highest provision of car parking (Adelaide) has lower parking prices than 
other cities, even smaller population centres such as the Gold Coast.  Hence parking over-
supply reduces profitability per space. 

 Larger car parks are more difficult to manage and less attractive to use.  Technology is 
required to manage the utilisation of spaces (it is harder to find the 1 vacant space in a 1,000 
space car park than it is to find it in a 100 space car park), and the time it takes to enter the 
car park, circulate to find a space (perhaps up many levels) and then egress on foot (with 
additional exits required to assist safe and convenient exit, and potentially additional stairwells 
and elevators). 

 The economies of scale argument assumes that there is no financial imposition on car park 
operators for the road infrastructure costs they may create.  Larger car parks require 
supporting roading infrastructure to enable vehicles to converge to a single building.  If the 
network capacity of approach roads is 500 vehicles per hour, and an hourly parking turnover 
is desirable, then more than 500 spaces cannot be filled. 

 

                                                   
10 Australian Standard AS2890.1 Parking facilities – Off Street Parking specifies the capacity of a single entry or exit lane to a car park 

as 600 vehicles per hour per lane, or 200 to 300 vehicles per hour per lane with boom gate operation.  This gives a useful guide to 
the size of commuter car park that can be constructed without requiring multiple access lanes and higher surface road traffic capacity. 
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